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Sovereign Child is a story of abuse and tragedy including foster care, 
group homes and psychiatric facilities. It doesn’t end there. Through 

faith, forgiveness and God’s care, Walter has found healing and health. 
Through these pages the reader can see the process of restoration and 
empowerment at work. It is Walter’s hope that many will be set free 
through its message.

Selling points
Raw, intense personal testimony•	
Uplifting message for abuse survivors•	
Spotlight on mental health issues•	
Message of faith and forgiveness that brings healing•	

Publicity
Website•	
Speaking/Book signings•	
Video trailer•	
PR campaign•	

Endorsements
This is the life and journey of one man, but in many ways his life is a snap-
shot of modern man living on the edge of destruction, yet finding redemp-
tion. It reads like a novel, full of pain and tragedy followed by deliverance 
– failure followed by restoration, hopelessness followed by hope... It is the 
story of our times. — Joan Hunter 

Author/Evangelist

This is a book that will truly touch your heart. It’s a story that leads one to look 
to the God that can take our worst, and make something beautiful out of it.

— Rev. Duane Grant  
Bethel Family Worship Centre, St. Paul Alberta

In this incredible book, Holmes sets the reader free! ... Authenticity, trans-
parency, and deep honesty is such a rare commodity today, and in this 
book, Walter opens up, speaks about his past and present, and shares hope 
and healing for the future. — Abe Brown mba m.r.ed/c 

Certified Master Coach Trainer/Author

About the Author
After surviving physical and mental abuse, paranoid schizophrenia, 
and eight years in mental institutions, Walter William Holmes shares 
his redemptive story with enthusiasm, dedication, energy and 
passion at speaking engagements and coaching sessions.
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